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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining [1][2] is about to process the acquired information and extract the hidden and valuable aspects from it. The 

extracted raw data goes under various processing stages to transform the data to knowledge desired knowledge form. The 

impurities reduction, attribute evaluation and pattern generation is done to observe the significant information available over 

the dataset. This transformation is also done based on the application and objective of the designed model. After generating 

the normalized data form, various mining tools and techniques can be applied to build the model and to acquire the analytical 

derivation. Today, data mining is having the involvement in each business application, human activity and behavior to 

discover the knowledge patterns and to acquire the application specific decisions. For most of the applications, the single data 

mining method is not sufficient to retrieve the desired outcome. Each processing stage of knowledge discovery requires to go 

through from various algorithmic methods to qualify the work stage.  

In more innovative form, the knowledge discovery process is controlled under the realization of domain requirements, 
industrial needs and the integrated procedural engagements. These mining processes are more directed to solve real word 

problem and directed towards the delivery. This kind of controlled and directed mining processed is called actionable 

knowledge discovery and delivery (AKD) [3]. This learning model or framework can be developed to handle the issues and 

requirements at micro and macro level. The data centered pattern mining framework can be conducted to generate the 

actionable and appropriate knowledge discovery. Various business problems, real life problems can be predicted and solved 

using prior interpretations at domain level, application level and the requirement level. The dynamic business process 

modeling can applied to avoid the uncertain situations and the financial losses. The incorporated ubiquitous intelligent method 

also able to under the dynamic challenges and requirement in any business model and able to facilitate the human driven 

interactions. This kind of unified model increases the capability of self learning and generation of new pattern in a running 

system. The user behavior evaluation, process driven analysis are combined by these models to take the situational decisions. 

The creative and imaginary thinking is the main strength and requirements of such integrated models. 
  

1.1. Challenges 

The data mining model with multiple integrated work stages suffers from various challenges targeting each stage. These 

challenges are at requirement level, domain understanding based, problem formulation based, data level and the process level. 

Some of the common data processing and knowledge discovery challenges [3][5][6] are listed here under 

 

1.1.1. Heterogeneity 

In the complex real time environment, each application domain contains different form of data such as numeric, textual, 

multimedia, spatial, temporal etc. In many data mining applications, it is required to process these multiple data forms in 

parallel to take more generic and realistic decisions. To maintain these data forms multiple database systems or storage 
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architectures are also required such as relational database, spatial database and multiple database systems. Based on the data 

requirement, the feature generation methods and the knowledge discovery methods can be applied and combined to generate 

the single combined decision. 

 

 

 

1.1.2. Uncertainty 

The real time connectivity of central database system to the user environment modify the database by including new 

information to it. It not only increases the volume of data, but can generate the new features. These kind of data adaptive 

uncertainty is required to measure to reduce the prediction errors. A continuous monitoring method is required to recognize 

the type of changes occurring in the database. Such as for the recommender system applications, it is required to monitor the 

change in user interest. The temporal and the spatial information aspects are also integrated with mining applications to reduce 

the impact of uncertainty. 

 

1.1.3. Security 

Each instance or feature database is not shared with all users. Instead, some of the information can be role specific or user 

specific. This kind of private information requires following up the security concerns. The mining methods can be applied to 

prevent the authorized access of this information. The access control measures at different applications and process stages can 
be applied to secure this information from illegal access. The violation of this security is also a critical challenge for data 

management in global environment. Different forms and angles of security measures can be applied to provide more secure 

information processing in open environment. 

 

1.1.4.  Response Time 

Many of the data mining applications are directed connected to real time user response. In such applications, the instant data 

retrieval, processing and submission is done to update the database. In such applications, the algorithmic response time is one 

such crucial requirement so that the latest information will be processed by the other distributed users. The fraudulent 

transaction analysis is one such application to identify the target user and to block his all other parallel transactions. The data 

mining methods are today capable to handle such situation upto a larger extent. But, even though, they also suffers from the 

problem of scalability, memory and the distributed computing. Various inherent sequential, distributed and parallel computing 
methods can be applied to provide the contextual analytical decisions in minimum process time[7]. 

 

1.1.5. Memory 

As the volume of the database increases, the larger memory is required to track the input-output operations and to maintain the 

log files. The operational growth over the system can be achieved by increasing the size of processing memory and log data. 

The database information is required to load in the temporary memory before processing. A larger difference exist between the 

overall database size and the processing memory size. Some scheduling methods and the faster page replacement methods are 

required to provide better utilization of limited memory[7].  

 

1.1.6. Data Noise 

The data, collected from various sources and real time environment, can have missing and incorrect values called noise. The 

processing of such noisy data can result the incorrect results with higher error rate. The identification of these impurities and 
removal of data noise is the main requirement to transform the dataset to normalized dataset. In the simpler form, the deletion 

can be applied to eliminate the impurities. For the intelligent rectification of data noise, various machine learning and 

constraint specific methods are also available. The frequency driven, association analysis and weight based methods are 

available to rank the dataset features and to locate the impurities or outlier over the dataset. The rectification of dataset from 

these impurities ensures the quality upgradation of any dataset operation[8]. 

In this paper, an exploration to various relative aspects to data mining is explored. The scope and importance of different data 

mining methods in different forms and applications are identified in this paper. The latest work contribution of earlier 

researchers on different application areas through different data mining methods is described in this paper. In this section, a 

detailed exploration of knowledge discovery requirements and scope is described. Various associated challenges to the data 

mining methods are also explored in this section. In section II,  

 

2. MACHINE LEARNING 

All the data mining processes are combined in the form of framework to follow up specific application objective. Machine 

learning [8][9][10] framework incorporate these classification, clustering, feature generation and preprocessing techniques to 

provide the problem solution. Each machine learning framework is focused on one or more algorithms which are supported by 

other data mining methods. Machine learning framework is self explanatory automated model that can process raw data to 

generate the predictive patterns. The machine learning models having the capability to update itself based on real time 

experience. At the earlier stage, the model begins with some definite constraints and structure which is later on updated based 
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on environmental configuration, new data inflow to the system and with generated decision patterns. Figure 1 is showing the 

machine learning model for generic applications. The figure shows that the machine learning model has three man 

interconnected stages called preprocessing, learning and self evaluation stages. The model accepts the raw input and controls it 

under the user, domain and system constraints. The preprocessing stage basically rectifies the input data by removal of the 

inclusive impurities as well as transforms the dataset to featured form. The learning stage is defined to recognize the hidden 

pattern based on the objective requirements. In the final stage, the evaluation measures are implied to utilize these generated 
patterns in effective way. This process is repeated in a cyclic way and the outcome is derived. Each outcome is also taken by 

the system to improve the accuracy and characterization of the model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Machine Learning Framework 

 

The machine learning [8][9] algorithms are able to categorize, categorize, optimize and predict the outcome for the available 

dataset. The algorithmic formulation can be applied as independent model, in sequential work stages or in parallel. The model 
can be defined under the data level and parameter specific parallelism. The structured form of this model can be defined to 

reduce the effort and to improve the accuracy of the real time system. 

 

3. DATA CLEANING 

The real life datasets are generally collected from distributed multiple sources and form a centralized wider database. When 

each distributed data source generates and maintains data independently, the structures of database management can different 

aspects. These dataset can be different in terms of number of attributes, attribute names and attribute types. Because of this the 

centralized dataset suffers from various impurities[16][17] including the missing values, data integration problem, dummy 

values, contradicting values, duplicate values etc. The existence of these impurities in the dataset can affect the accuracy of 

database system. To improve the quality of data mining and machine learning methods, it is required to clean the dataset by 

removing these impurities. In preprocessing stage, a wider cleaning method is required by considering the noise or impurity 

type. Data cleaning is itself a scientific and structured task. This structured task is composed using multiple cyclic stages 
called analysis, transformation and verification. 

 

3.1. Analysis 

To rectify the dataset, the first requirement is to identify the type of error exist over the dataset. To identify these error some 

physical, semantic and ontology specific assessment and mapping can be applied. Structured metadata specific methods can be 

applied to analyze the data properties and to validate the existence of these attributes, instances and terms. Based on the prior 

observation, the categorization of each inclusive term is done. There are number of defined methods to validate the attribute 

significance such as Gain Ratio, Correlation Value, Information gain method etc. Based on this significant analysis, the 

attributes weights can be evaluated. In same way, the instance level analysis can be obtained by generating the rules or the 

pattern mapper. The associatively at attribute level for each instance can be verified to recognize the scope of the instances. 

 

3.2. Transformation/Rectification 

The transformation stage is basically to standardize or normalizes the dataset by following some definite structure or schema. 

By considering all the partial structures, a normalized structure is formed to integrate all the valuable information. The 

integration stage is able to handle the attribute mismatch, duplicate attributes, conflicting attribute problem. The 

transformation stage removes the insignificant attributes, map the similar attributes and transform them to common data type. 

The transformation stage is able to resolve the problem of heterogeneity. Data level impurities or dirty data problem is also 

removed during this normalization stage. The normalized processing form dataset is obtained after this stage. 

User Domain 

Machine Learning 

Pre-Processing Learning Evaluation 

System 

Input 

Outcome 
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3.3. Verification/Validation 

The normalization is a slow process in which the structure of dataset is change and some data losses occur. At one time, only 

single change is performed over the dataset and the verification of the change is required to maintain the dataset integrity. The 

verification process ensures that the transformation has not loss any sensitive and valuable information. Various error 

measures and accuracy analysis methods are available to validate the significance of the dataset. 
Data cleaning[16][17][24] is an integral and necessary stage of machine learning algorithm to improve the accuracy, 

consistency and effectiveness of model. Various researchers has defined different algorithmic methods to improve the data 

quality. Various data cleaning methods adopted by different researchers and their significance are listed in table 1. The 

algorithmic methods adaptation and the scope of these methods are listed in this table.  

 

Table 1 : Data Cleaning Methods and Significance 

Author Data Cleaning Method Significance Description 

Al-janabi et al.[18] Confidence Score 

based Weight Model 
 Data Density Analysis 

 Repair Inconsistent Data 

 Cost Adaptive Data 

selection 

 Analyze Functional 

Dependency between 

attributes 

 Uniform cost model is implied 

Liu et al.[19] Data Association and 

Repairing Model 
 Reduced Cleaning Cost  

 Interactive Model 

 Structured and Descriptive 

Metadata Formation 

 Track Data Usage 

 Analyze Contextual and 

Usage Pattern 

 Clean based on Association 

Analysis 

Koshley et al.[20] Abstract Interpretation 

Framework 
 Performance Boosting 

 Rectify Integration Errors 

 Similarity based Clustering 

 Domain Level Abstraction 

 Instance Cleaning 

Interlandi et al. [21] Sherlock rules and 

reference Table 

Method 

 Performed Positive and 

Negative Cleaning 

 Improved Deterministic and 

Consistent Behavior 

 Annotate Dirty instances  

 Apply Sherlock Rule 

 Combined Multiple 

Optimization methods 

Zhang et al.[22] Crowd sourcing using 

Human Intelligence 
Task 

 Cleaning of Uncertain data 

 Better Truth Discovery 

 Generate Crowd sourced 

Answers 

 Apply X-Partition Algorithm 

 Approximation algorithm for 

level and instance pruning 

Salem et al.[23] Functional 

Dependency Rule 

Formulation 

 Performance Enhancement 

 Rule Updation 

 Maximize Close Frequent 

Pattern 

 Apply Dependable conditional 

functional dependency 

 

4. FEATURE GENERATION 

The real world dataset is formed using large number of features. These features can be significant or non-contributing for a 

particular application. The feature selection is the prior stage of machine learning is to verify the significance of each attribute 

and to select the most contributing feature set. Feature selection [25] is the computational intelligent theory that benefits the 

data mining and machine learning methods in different aspects. The processing on selected feature not only simplifies the 
interpretation but also reduce the processing time and avoid the chances of over-fitting. The feature selection must be defined 

by considering the data understanding, storage availability, response time, and error acceptance rate. Various filters and 

methods are adopted by the researchers to perform feature ranking, feature selection and feature composition. Some of these 

feature generation methods and their scope is listed in table 2. 

 

Table 2: Feature Generation and Selection Methods 

Author Feature Generation 

Method 

Scope Description 

Chen et al.[26] Multivariate Feature 

Scoring and Analysis 
 Discover Effective Features  Scoring based Factor Analysis 

 Dimension reduction 

Yan et al.[27] Group Technology  Generate minimum feature  Cosine Distance based Group 
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groups 

 Superfluous information 

reduction 

formation 

 Mutual Score Analysis 

Eskandarian et al.[28] Cubist based Feature 

Ranking 
 Reasonable Error Rate 

 Improve prediction accuracy 

 Fscaret package based feature 

ranking 

 Cyclic model assessment 

Get et al.[29] Time Series classification 

for feature extraction 
 Multiple methods improved 

the accuracy 

 Better for practical 
applications 

 Wavelet 

 Fractal 

 Statistical 

Shi et al.[30] PCABFS Method  Accuracy Improvement 

 Removal of irrelevant 

features 

 Wavelet Leaders Multifactral 

Formalism 

 PCA based Feature Selection 

Zhao et al.[31] Orthogonal Least Square 

Regression 
 Improved the accuracy 

 Reduced dataset size 

 Convergence Function with 

iterative method is defined 

 Constraint based least square 

method is implied 

Xu et al.[32] Weighted Multi-label 

linear Discriminant 

Analysis 

 Lesser Error 

  

 Binary, Correlation, Entropy, 

Fuzzy 

 Dependency based Weight 

Assignment 

Wang et al.[33] Hybrid Association Rule 

Mining 
 Reasonable Rules are 

identified 

 FMeasure is Increased 

 Implicit Features are 

Identified 

 Five feature extraction 

algorithms are used in 
collaboration to constitute a 

rule 

 Implicit rules are extracted 

from basic rules 

Barddal et al.[34] Naïve Feature Drift 

Detection Approach 
 Concept Features are 

generated and processed 

 Data Streaming based 

Classification method is 

implied 

 Irrelevant and Redundant 

Features are Removed  

 

5. CLUSTERING 

Clustering[35][36][37] is a process to divide the available dataset in smaller segments or groups or partitions based on 

similarity analysis. Clustering is able to collect the similar data elements based on collaborative filtering and the similar ity 
observation. In more effective form, the clustering can be applied on the featured data. Clustering algorithms are divided in 

two main categories called Partitioned clustering and Hierarchical Clustering. Paritional clustering uses the iterative method to 

split the data into clusters. Each data item can belong to single partition. The numbers of clusters required are known in 

advance. The distance measure or rule can be implied to determine the number of clusters. Hierarchical clustering is described 

as the clustering tree in which similarity matrix is composed between each data pair. The selected features are processed in a 

tree form to identify the number of clusters. Later on the algorithmic improvement on basic clustering methods were provided 

by the researchers. These improvements are in terms of cluster formation method, feature generation criteria or the processing 

on the specific application domain. In table 3, various clustering methods suggested by the researchers is provided along with 

algorithmic approach, feature generation method and the datasets on which method is implied.  

 

Table 3 : Clustering Methods  

Author Dataset Feature/Criteria/ Parameter Algorithm/Approach 

Siddiqi et al.[35] Iris, Glass, Ecoli, Banknode 
Authentication, Image Segment, 

Cardiotocography, Student Evaluation, 

Landsat Satllite, Pen Based Digits, 

Diabetes, Heart Statlog, Ionosphere, Sonar, 

Vehicle, Waveform-5000 

Distance Based and 
Frequency based 

Greedy+Genetic 

Kumar et al.[36] 2D CS Bigdata, 2D Non-CS Bigdata, High 

dimensional big data, forest cover, KDD 

cup 99, REDUCE Energy 

Different data forms 

including synthetic datasets, 

2D datasets and 

CustiVAT algorithm 
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multidimensional datasets 

Qian et al.[37] Fitting contact lenses, Balloon, Space 

shuttle autolanding, Soybean small, Hayes-

Roth, Lympography, Vote, Breast Cancer, 

Promoters 

Categorical data Space Structure based 

Categorical Clustering 

Algorithms 

Shao et al.[38] Parking slot dataset Spatiotemporal data Energy function with 

Euclidean distance 

analysis 

Chan et al.[39] Biological Datasets Genome Featured Dataset Multivariate Mutual 

Information and 
Shannon’s mutual 

information 

Singh et al.[40] Text Documents, Spambase, Human Face Distance Matrix 

Transformed Dataset 

Aitchison distance 

based KMeans  

Gullo et al.[41] Iris, Wine, Glass, Ecoli, Yeast, Image, 

Abalone, Letter, KDDCup, Neuroblastoma, 

Leukaemia 

Weighted Discriminate 

featured dataset 

Prototype based 

Agglomerative 

Hierarchical 

Clustering 

Azimi et al.[42] Ames, Chariton, Calmar, Iris, Glass, Missa, 

Bridge, Thyroid, Magic, Wine, Shutltle, 

Pendigit, Wdbc, Yeast, Heart, Ionosphere, 

Libras, Spambase, Waveform 

Karhunen-Loeve 

Transformed Dataset 

Gradual Data 

Transformation based 

KMeans 

Liu et al.[43] Synthetic Datasets, Iris, Seeds, Glass, 

Ecoli, User Movement, ADL, NBA, 

Weather 

Geometric Distance and 

Probability distance 

distribution transformed 
dataset 

Kernel Distance and 

Jensen–Shannon 

divergence weighted 
parametric method 

Santi et al.[44] Synthetic Datasets Heterogeneity and 

Dissimilarity Featured 

Dataset 

Variable 

Neighborhood Search 

Heuristic Algorithm 

Ferraro et al. [45] Gamonedo cheese, Temperature  Fuzzy Structured Dataset Fuzzy Probabilistic 

KMeans  

 

6. CLASSIFICATION 

Classification[46][47][48][49][50] is an important data mining issue to recognize the data class for some unknown data 

sample. In patter recognition, image processing and fault diagnosis, the classification is having the higher significance. 

Classification is about to categorize the objects and ideas based on understanding, recognition method and differentiation 

measure. Various statistical, mathematical and attribute driven frameworks are available to classify the data. The classification 

process is applied by the concrete implementation process called classifier. This process defines the mathematical function 

applied on different features to recognize the data class. The structural features, statistical features and domain specific 

features can be processed under classifier to recognize the data class. Decision tree, Bayesian network, Neural network are the 
common classifiers that can be used to identify the data class. In more advanced form, researchers have combined the two or 

more classifiers to enhance the accuracy and the strength of classification methods. Table 4 is showing the contribution in 

terms of different feature forms, classification methods and datasets adopted by different researchers. Researchers have 

modified the traditional classifiers to gain the accuracy and efficiency in classification frameworks. 

 

Table 4 : Classification Methods 

Author Dataset Processing Data Form Classifier 

Demidova et al.[46] Medical Diagnostic Datasets 

: Heart, Breast Cancer; 

Credit Scoring; Signal 

Processing: Ionosphere 

Lagrange function with Quadratic 

Programming 

SVM+KNN 

Guerfala et al.[48] Iris and Wine Datasets Logarithmic Spiral framed and 

Golden Ratio feature  

RBF 

Chen et al.[49] KSC and Pavia Datasets for 

Land cover  

Spatial Dominant Features and 

Stack Autoencoded Dataset 

PCA+Deep 

Learning+Logistic 
Regression 

Zhang et al.[50] Hyperspectral Image Dataset  Entropy, Dissimilarity 

Agreement, Neighborhood 

Ensemble Multiple 

Kernel Active Learning 
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Estimation 

Antonelli et al.[51] Financial Datasets : BLA, 

CARD, AF, ARB, COMM, 

SL, LEN, DPKG, BAN, 

GIV, COI 

Condition selection based 

Generated Rules were used. 

Weight on rules applied for 

dominance observation 

Fuzzy Rule Based Classifier 

and Multiobjective 

Evolutionary Algorithm  

Xu et al.[52] Wine, Haberman, Iris, Seed, 

Heart 

Evidence Weight Distributed 

Featureset 

Rule based Evidence 

Reasoning Classifier 

Junior et al.[53] Vector Datasets : Iris, Wine, 

Balance, Sonar, Credit, 

Image, Glass, Pima, WDBC, 
WPBC, Flags, Waveform, 

Heartspectf,Soybean, 

Segment,Blood, Heart, 

Haberman 

Range interval division of 

attributes and transformed it as 

the vertex data. Information gain 
for attribute weight or feature 

Attribute Based Decision 

Graph 

Li et al.[55] Abadone, Glass, Yeast, 

Winequality, Pima, 

Haberman, Vehicle, Poker 

Instance Majority Analysis with 

Swarm Search.  

Adaboost and Neural 

Network Classifiers 

Lin et al.[56] Breast Cancer, Person 

Activity, Protein Homology 

Instance Selection and KNN 

filtered Dataset 

Dual Classifier, DuC-GA 

and DuC-IB3 

Shao et al.[57] Yeast, Vehicle, Transfusion, 

Wine, PimaIndian, 

Ionosphere, Haberman, 

German, CMC, Vowel, 

Shuttle, Segment 

Lagrangian weighted Datast Twin SVM 

 

7. OUTLIER DETECTION 

The data collected from real environment can also have some abnormal behaviours or patterns. These inconsistent patterns or 

exceptional behaviour can be recognized as outlier, anomalies and abnormalities. Outlier identification is common machine 

learning practice to improve the performance of data discovery from dataset. Outlier detection is a decision analysis based 

process modeling associated to the specific domain. It can be applied to identify the fraud transaction, intrusion detection, 

health abnormality etc. Numerous algorithmic methods are developed by the researchers to determine and rank the outliers. 

Various metrics are proposed to generate the score for data validation and to set the line between the valid and invalid data. 

This scoring is useful to identify the outlier rank and to identify the type of outlier. Dimension specific methods are proposed 

by the author applied on different feature sets and with different distance measure to identify the outlier accurately. Outlier 

detection is also effective to improve the accuracy of classification and clustering methods. In many machine learning 

frameworks, the outlier detection is also included as the intermediate stage to enhance the accuracy and reliability of the 

system. Various improved algorithms and feature generation methods suggested by the researchers are listed in table 5 to 
enhance the outlier detection. 

 

Table 5 : Outlier Detection Methods 

Author Dataset Approach Feature 

Liu et al.[58] Multiple High 

Dimensional 

Real World 

Dataset 

Local Projection Score based deviation 

degree analysis is applied on neighbors to 

assign ranking 

High Dimensional Data, Generic 

support to multiple Datasets 

Rokhman et al.[59] Categorical Data Entropy Value Frequency based Weight 

Matrix was Used. Range, Variation, 

Deviation and Square Functions used for 

Weight Decision 

Support Homogenous Categorical 

datasets 

Tang et al.[60] Synthetic and 

Real life datasets 

Local Density based analysis on nearest 

neighbors is defined.  The reverse nearest 

and shared nearest method is also defined 

Theoretical Feature Analysis and 

Kernel Density based analysis 

was defined.  

Huang et al.[61] Real World 
Datasets 

Mutual Neighbor Graph based outlier 
cluster detection was defined.  

Distance Density, Decision Graph 
based Neighbor Analysis 

Bai et al.[62] Real Machine 

Learning 

Datasets of UCI 

Grid Partition Algorithm on density data 

feature. Distributed LOF computing method 

was defined for parallel computation 

Local Reachability distance 

Analysis, Density k-distance 

measure, Load Balancing 

Bouguessa et Mix-Attribute Bivariate beta mixture model was defined No Feature Transformation, 
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al.[63] Dataset on mixed attribute dataset to recognize 

outlier. The maximum likelihood measure 

used for outlier classification 

Discriminate Outliers from Inliers 

Liu et al.[64] Synthetic and 

Real Time 

Datasets 

Least Square Algorithm on multi-time curve 

fitting was applied. The probabilistic 

density function with distance 

approximation was integrated 

Uncertain Data Processing, Local 

Density and Density Degree 

Analysis 

Saha et al.[65] Heterogeneous 

Traffic Data 

PCA was used in unsupervised manner for 

structure adaptation.  K Dimensional Vector 
Space processed on swarm points 

LOS (Level of Service) 

Assessment,  Correlation analysis 
on attributes 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

Data mining framework is the compositional process that accepts the raw dataset as input and applies a series of data 

processing to extract the effective knowledge from it. Each process stage is able to answer the common problems associated to 

different application domains. In this paper, a detailed description of various data mining methods and the advanced work 

carried out in each direction is described. The paper has explored the research carried out in direction of data cleaning, 

clustering, feature selection, classification and outlier detection methods. Various feature generation methods and the data 

processing methods suggested by the researchers are also described in this paper extensively.  
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